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In this paper, we study integral semihereditary orders over a valuation ring in a
finite-dimensional simple Artinian ring. In the first section we prove that such
orders are extremal. Consequently, in a central division algebra admitting a total
valuation ring, the intersection of all the conjugates of the total valuation ring is
the unique integral semihereditary order over the center of the total valuation ring.
In the second section we characterize, up to conjugacy, integral semihereditary
orders over a Henselian valuation ring. In the last section we show that an integral
order R over an arbitrary valuation ring V is semihereditary iff its Henselization,
R V , where V is the Henselization of V, is a semihereditary V -order.m V h h h
In this case, there is an inclusion preserving bijective correspondence between
semihereditary V-orders inside R and semihereditary V -orders inside R V .mh V h
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0. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, all rings are associative with a multiplicative unit and all
 .modules are unitary. If R is a ring, J R will denote its Jacobson radical,
 .  .U R its group of units, Z R the center, R* the set of nonzero divisors,
 .  .and M R the ring of n = n matrices over R. The residue ring RrJ Rn
 .will be denoted by R and if S is an overring of R with J S : R then
Ä .RrJ S will be denoted by R.
DEFINITION 0.1. Let Q be a finite-dimensional F-algebra and V a
commutative domain with quotient field F. A subring R of Q is said to be
 .an order in Q if RF s Q. If V : Z R then R is said to be a V-order if in
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addition R is integral over V. If a V-order R is maximal among the
V-orders of Q with respect to inclusion then R is called a maximal V-order
 .or just a maximal order if the context is clear .
In this paper, we shall be concerned with V-orders in a finite-dimen-
sional central simple F-algebra Q when V is a commutative valuation ring
of F of arbitrary Krull-dimension. Since a valuation ring is integrally
closed, the center of such a V-order is precisely V. In this case, maximal
V-orders always exist. Finitely generated maximal V-orders need not. We
will have more to say about this in due course.
DEFINITION 0.2. A ring R is said to be extremal if for every overring S
 .  .such that J S = J R we have S s R. If S is an overring of R, we say that
R is extremal in S if R is extremal among all subrings of S. A V-order R is
 .said to be an extremal V-order or just extremal when the context is clear
if it is extremal among all V-orders in Q.
DEFINITION 0.3. A ring R is said to be right semihereditary resp. right
.  .hereditary if every finitely generated right ideal resp. every right ideal is
projective as a right R-module. A ring is said to be semihereditary resp.
.  .hereditary if it is both left and right semihereditary resp. hereditary .
 .DEFINITION 0.4. A ring R is said to be right resp. left Bezout if everyÂ
 .finitely generated right resp. left ideal is principal. It is called Bezout if itÂ
is both right and left Bezout.Â
Examples of extremal V-orders are all the maximal V-orders e.g.,
Azumaya algebras over V, integral Dubrovin valuation rings, and BezoutÂ
. w xV-orders and semihereditary V-orders when V is a DVR see R, Chap. 9 .
 .DEFINITION 0.5. Let L be an additive subgroup of Q. Then O L sl
 4  .x g Q N xL : L . O L is similary defined.r
In the first section of this paper, we will show that semihereditary
 . V-orders are extremal. In the classical case i.e., when V is a DVR see
w x. R, Chap. 9 a V-order R is semihereditary actually hereditary, since all
 . .right resp. left ideals are finitely generated when V is DVR precisely
  ..when it is extremal or, equivalently, when O J R s R. This is no longerl
true when V is not assumed to be Noetherian, as we will see in this
section.
In the second section we characterize, up to conjugacy, semihereditary
V-orders, semihereditary maximal V-orders, and Dubrovin valuation rings
of Q extending V assuming V is Henselian.
In the last section, we show that a V-order R is semihereditary iff its
 w xHenselization, R V , where V is the Henselization of V see E form V h h
. w x w xdefinition , is semihereditary. As in Ha , R , we show that if R is
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semihereditary, then there is a one-to-one correspondence between semi-
hereditary V-orders inside R and semihereditary V -orders insideh
R V . We shall also consider the Henselization of semihereditarym V h
maximal V-orders and obtain alternate proofs to some of the results in
w x w xHMW , W .
1. EXTREMALITY
Let R be a V-order. In this section we show that if R is semihereditary
  ..then it is extremal and if R is extremal then O J R s R. But unlike inl
w xthe classical theory R, Chap. 9 , the converse of both these facts need not
hold in general and finitely generated extremal orders need not exist in a
central simple F-algebra. We end the section by showing that in a central
division algebra admitting a total valuation ring extending V, the intersec-
tion of all the conjugates of the total valuation ring is the unique semi-
heriditary V-order in the division algebra.
w  .  .x w xGiven a V-order R, RrJ V R : VrJ V F Q : F - ` since elements
 .  .of R which are linearly independent mod J V R over VrJ V are linearly
 .independent over F. Hence RrJ V R is Artinian. Further, it follows from
w x  .  .Kaplansky's theorem of PI-algebras J, Chap. I, Sect. 3 that J R = J V
 .and thus RrJ R is semisimple Artinian. We begin with the following
lemma:
m  .LEMMA 1.1. Let L be a left ideal of a V-order R. Then L : J V R for
 .some positi¨ e integer m if and only if L : J R .
 .Proof. By considering the finite-dimensional VrJ V -algebra
 .  .m  .RrJ V R, we readily see that J R : J V R for m large enough. Hence
 . m  . mif L : J R , then L : J V R for a large m. Conversely, suppose L :
 .J V R for some m. Then
m mLR s L RL ??? RL R : L R : J V R : J R . .  .  .  .  .
 .Hence LR : J R .
 .We remark here that given a commutative valuation ring V, J V is
 .2  .principal if and only if J V / J V : let f be a valuation on F with
 .  .   2 ..valuation ring V. If J V s p V, then f p resp. f p is the least
  ..    .2 ..  .2  .element of f J V resp. f J V and hence J V / J V since
 .  2 .  .   ..f p - f p . If J V is not principal, then f J V does not have a
 .  .least element. In this case, let x g J V . Then there exists a y g J V with
 .  .  y1 .  .2  .2  .f y - f x . Hence x s xy y g J V and therefore J V s J V .
The same argument holds for invariant valuation rings in division algebras.
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w xIn fact, it is true for Dubrovin valuation rings D , Lemma 7,8 and it2
remains true for Bezout V-orders as will be shown later in this paper. WeÂ
are now ready to prove the following proposition:
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let K be a subfield of F and let U be a ¨aluation ring of
K. Let x g Q. If ux k is integral o¨er U for e¨ery positi¨ e integer k and e¨ery
 .u g J U then x is integral o¨er U.
Proof. Clearly, x is algebraic over K. We will split the proof into two
cases:
 .2  .  .Case A. J U s J U . Let f t be the minimal polynomial of x over
 . m my1 w x  .K. Then f t s t q a t q ??? qa g K t . Let 0 / u g J U andmy 1 0
 . m my1 2 my2 m  .let g t s t q a ut q a u t q ??? qa u . Then g ux smy 1 my2 0
 .0, so g t is the minimal polynomial of ux over K. But ux is integral over
 . w x 2 mU by assumption, so g t g U t . Hence a u, a u , . . . , a u g Umy 1 my2 0
 .  .  .2  .mfor e¨ery u g J U . Therefore a J U , a J U , . . . , a J U : Umy 1 my2 0
 .2  .  .since U is a valuation ring of K. But J U s J U . So a J U : U andi
 .  .therefore a J U : J U , for all i. But this means each a g U and soi i
 . w xf t g U t .
 .2  .  .Case B. J U / J U . By the remark above, J U s p U, a principal
w xideal. Consider K x , a finite-dimensional K-algebra since x is algebraic
w x  w x.over K. Let A s K x rJ K x ( K [ K [ ??? [ K , where K are1 2 n i
w x  w x.  w x.fields. Since K x is Artinian, J K x is nilpotent, hence J K x l K s 0.
So K , K , . . . , K are all finite field extensions of K. Let x s x q1 2 n 1
x q ??? qx be the image of x in A, with x g K . We will show that each2 n i i
x is integral over U.i
Let C be the integral closure of U in K . Then C is a Prufer ring whichÈi i i
w  .xcoincides with the intersection of all the extensions of U to K E, 13.3 b .i
Let W be an extension of U to K . We will show that x g W and hencei i i i
x g C . Let f be a valuation on K with valuation ring W and supposei i i i i
y1 k .  .  .x f W . Then x g J W . But for k large enough, J W : J U W . Soi i i i i i
yk yk .  .  .  .x g p W which implies f x G f p « ykf x G f p «i i i i i i i i
k .  .kf x F yf p . But p x is integral over U by assumption. Hencei i i i
k k .  .  .  .  .p x g W « f p x G 0 « f p G ykf x « kf x G yf p ,i i i i i i i i i i
 .  .hence kf x s yf p for any k large enough. This is absurd. Soi i i
x g W and hence x g C . Therefore x is integral over U. So there existsi i i i
 . w x w x  w x.  w x.a monic polynomial h t g U t such that h x g J K x . But J K x is
l .nilpotent. Hence h x s 0 for some l and so x is integral over U.
 .COROLLARY 1.3. a If L is a U-submodule of Q integral o¨er U such
 .  .that J U : L, then the ring O L is integral o¨er U.l
 .   ..   . .b If R is a V-order, then so are O J R and O J V R .l l
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 .  . k  .Proof. For part a , let x g O L . Then x g O L for every positivel l
 .  . kinteger k, since O L is a ring. But J U : L. So ux g L for everyl
 .u g J U and every k. The result thus follows from Proposition 1.2. Part
 .  .b is a direct consequence of part a .
 .  .Given two V-orders B = A, then U A s U B l A: suppose u g A is a
 . m my1unit in B. Let f t s t q a t q ??? qa be the minimal polyno-my 1 0
w xmial of u over F. Then f g V t , since u is integral over V and V is
integrally closed. Since u is invertible in B, a V-order, uy1 is also integral
over V and hence a is a unit in V, by considering the reduced norm of u0
y1 my 1 my2 .over F. Thus 1 s ya u q a u q ??? qa u happening inside0 my1 0
 .A, hence u is a unit in A as well. Now suppose J B : A as well. Let
 .  .  .x g J B , a, b g A. Then 1 y axb g U B l A s U A and hence x g
 .  .  .J A . Therefore J B : J A . These facts will be used frequently.
PROPOSITION 1.4. Let R be a V-order. If R is an extremal V-order then
  ..O J R s R. If B is a V-order containing R such that R is extremal in B,l
 .  .then J B : J R .
  ..Proof. Let S s O J R . Then S is an order containing R. By Corol-l
 .  .lary 1.3 b , S is a V-order. But J R is a left ideal of S such that
 .m  .  .  .  .J R : J V R : J V S for m large enough. Hence J R : J S , by
Lemma 1.1. So S s R, since R is extremal.
 .  .Now let R9 s R q J B . Then R : R9 : B. If a, b g R9 and x g J R
 .  .then it can easily be established that 1 y axb g U B l R9 s U R9 and
 .  .hence J R : J R9 . But R is extremal in B. So R s R9 and hence
 .  .  .J B : R. But this means J B : J R .
THEOREM 1.5. Let H be a semihereditary V-order in Q.
 .  .  .a If B is a V-order containing H then J B : J H .
 .   ..b O J H s H.l
So H is an extremal V-order.
 .  .  .Proof. a It suffices to show that J B : H. So let a g J B . Let
a 1 .  .x s . Then the right annihilator of x in M H ,20 0
t rRt-Ann x s such that t , r , a t , a r g H . .M H .  52  /ya t ya r
 .  .Since M H is semihereditary as well, xM H is projective. Thus2 2
2 a b .  .  .Rt-Ann x s eM H for some e s e . Let e s , a, b, a a,M H . 2 ya a ya b2
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a b g H. Since e2 s e, we have
a2 y ba a s a 1 .
ab y ba b s b. 2 .
 .  .From 2 we have ab s b q ba b s b 1 q a b s bu, u a unit in B and
hence a unit in H as well. But
aH q bH aH q bHRt-Ann x s eM H : . .  .M H . 22  /ya aH y a bH ya aH y a bH
Since bH s buH s abH : aH, and ya bH : ya aH, we have
aH aHRt-Ann x : . .M H .2  /ya aH ya aH
Since H is a V-order, there exists 0 / ¨ g V such that ¨a g H. So
¨ ¨ .  .g Rt-Ann x and so ¨ s ah for some h g H. Hence a gM H .ya ¨ ya ¨ 2
 .  .  .R*, therefore 1 implies a y ba s 1 and hence a g U B since a g J B .
 .So we have a g U H . But a a g H. So a g H.
 .   ..   ..b Suppose a g O J H _ H. Let S s O J H . Then S is al l
 .  .  .V-order, by Corollary 1.3 b , and it contains H. So J S : J H by part
 .  .  .m  .  .a . But J H is a left ideal of S such that J H : J V H : J V S for
 .  .some m large enough. Therefore J S s J H by virtue of Lemma 1.1.
a 1 .  .  .Now consider x s . As above, Rt-Ann x s eM H for someM H . 20 0 2
2  .  .  .e s e . We have eM S : Rt-Ann x . Let y g Rt-Ann x . Since2 M S . M S .2 2
 .  .  .M H is a V-order in M Q , '0 / ¨ g V such that ¨y g M H . So2 2 2
 .  .¨y g Rt-Ann x s eM H and therefore ¨y s ez for some z gM H . 22
 .  .  .M H . Hence e¨y s ez s ¨y « y g eM S . Therefore Rt-Ann x s2 2 M S .2
a b .  .eM S . Suppose e s , where a, b, a a, a b g H as before. Then2 ya a ya b
we have
t rRt-Ann x s such that t , r g S .M S .  52  /ya t ya r
a b S Ss . /  /ya a ya b S S
Let T s aH q bH, a right ideal of H. Since a a and a b are in H,
aT : H. If T s H then a g H, a contradiction. So T m H. Since any
 .element of S can appear as the first entry in a matrix in Rt-Ann x ,M S .2
S : aS q bS s T ? S and therefore T ? S s S. Thus one can write 1 s t si i
 .  .with t g T , s g S. If h g J H then h s t s h. But s h g J H andi i i i i
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 .  .  .t J H : T. So h g T and hence J H : T. Let T s TrJ H , S si
 .  .SrJ S s SrJ H . Then T s f ? H, f an idempotent in H since H is
semisimple Artinian. We have f / 1 since T m H.
 .  .  .Now T ? S s S « T ? S s S « 1 y f ? T ? S s 1 y f ? S. But 1 y f ?
 .T ? S s 0. Therefore 1 y f ? S s 0 « 1 y f s 0 and hence f s 1, a con-
  ..  .  .tradiction. So we must have O J H s H. From a and b it follows thatl
H is an extremal V-order.
w  .xIn M, Theorem 5.7 3 , P. Morandi produces an example of a maximal
 .V-order in M F which is primary but not Bezout. Such an order cannotÂ2
be semihereditary, since any primary semihereditary order is a Dubrovin
w xvaluation ring D , Theorem 4 and hence Bezout. But every maximalÂ2
V-order is an extremal V-order. So we immediately have the following:
w xEXAMPLE 1.6 Morandi . Extremal V-orders need not be semiheredi-
tary.
An example of a non-maximal extremal order which is not semiheredi-
tary would be interesting. When V is a DVR, i.e., the classical case,
 w x.semihereditary V-orders are precisely the extremal V-orders see R, Ja .
In a subsequent paper by this author, it will be shown that inside integral
Dubrovin valuation rings extending V, semihereditary V-orders are pre-
cisely the extremal ones.
The following example was communicated to the author by Morandi:
w x   ..EXAMPLE 1.7 Morandi . Let R be a V-order such that O J R s R.l
Then R need not be extremal.
Proof. Let V be a valuation ring of rank greater that 1, and P m P1 2
distinct prime ideals of V.
V P V P1 2 .  .Let R s , R s . Then R m R1 2 1 2V V V V
J V P J V P .  .1 2J R s m s J R . .  .1 2 /  /V J V V J V .  .
  ..Hence R cannot be extremal. But we have O J R s R .1 l 1 1
 .We observe here that even inside M V , an integral Dubrovin valua-2
 .   ..tion ring of M F , O J R s R £ R is extremal, let alone semiheredi-2 l
tary.
Remark. Bezout V-orders always exist in central simple F-algebras seeÂ
w x. wG , Theorem 6.11; M, Theorem 3.4 and are maximal orders by G ,2 1
xTheorem 3.7 . It can be shown that such orders are always semihereditary
 w xe.g., see the argument in the proof of M, Lemma 4.11 : one only needs to
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 .consider the projectivity of finitely generated regular right resp. left
 .ideals to show that an order in a simple Artinian ring is right resp. left
.semihereditary; this is trivial when the order is Bezout .Â
Now suppose B is a finitely generated Bezout V-order. Since it isÂ
Bezout, B s B V , where V is the Henselization of V, is a maximalÂ mh V h h
w xV -order by HMW, Theorem 17 . Since B is also finitely generated overh h
wV in this case, it is contained in a Bezout V -order B by M, PropositionÂh h
 .x2.3 a . By maximality of B we have B s B, a Bezout V -order. Thus aÂh h h
wBezout V-order B such that B V is not Bezout, e.g., M, ExampleÂ Âm V h
x4.14 , cannot be finitely generated over V. Since Bezout V-orders in Q areÂ
w xpairwise conjugate G , Theorem 6.12 , if one is not finitely generated then2
neither are the rest.
We now can prove the following proposition:
PROPOSITION 1.8. A finitely generated extremal V-order R need not exist
inside a central simple algebra. In fact, such an R exists if and only if all the
Dubro¨in ¨aluation rings extending V are finitely generated, if and only if R is
a finitely generated semihereditary V-order.
Proof. Let R be such an order. Then R is contained in a BezoutÂ
w x w  .  .xV-order, B, by M, Proposition 2.3 . Since BrJ B : VrJ V - `, there
 .exists a , a , . . . , a g B such that B s a V q a V q ??? qa V q J B .1 2 m 1 2 m
 .But by Proposition 1.4, J B : R, since R is extremal. Hence B s a V q1
a V q ??? qa V q R, a finitely generated Bezout V-order. But finitelyÂ2 m
generated Bezout V-orders need not exist. So such an R need not exist.Â
Suppose such an R exists. Then B above is a finitely generated BezoutÂ
V-order. By the remark before this proposition, we have that B V ism V h
wBezout, hence B is a Dubrovin valuation ring of Q by HMW, TheoremÂ
x17 . Hence all Dubrovin valuation rings extending V are finitely generated
since they are conjugate. Conversely, any finitely generated Dubrovin
valuation ring is a finitely generated maximal V-order and hence a finitely
generated extremal V-order.
As we have seen, if R is a finitely generated extremal V-order then R is
 .contained in an integral actually finitely generated Dubrovin valuation
ring and hence it is semihereditary as was mentioned after Example 1.6.1
Conversely, any semihereditary V-order is extremal, by Theorem 1.5.
Therefore by Theorem 1.5, finitely generated semihereditary V-orders
need not exist inside central simple algebras. But Dubrovin valuation rings
and hence Bezout V-orders always exist. Further, the proof of PropositionÂ
1.8 shows that finitely generated maximal V-orders are precisely the
1 The proof that inside an integral Dubrovin valuation ring extending V extremal V-orders
are semihereditary is independent of this proposition.
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finitely generated Dubrovin valuation rings. Hence the Henselization of a
finitely generated maximal V-order is maximal, giving a partial answer to
w xan open question in HMW namely: Is the Henselization of a maximal
V-order maximal?
We will now classify extremal V-orders inside finite-dimensional division
algebras admitting total valuation rings.
THEOREM 1.9. Let D be a di¨ ision algebra admitting a total ¨aluation ring
extending V. Then the integral closure of V in D is the unique extremal V-order
 .and hence the unique semihereditary V-order in D.
 . wProof. Let B s Int V , the integral closure of V in D. Then by BG,0 D
xTheorem 4 , B is a ring and if B , . . . , B are all the conjugates of the0 1 n
w xtotal valuation ring then by BG, Lemma 2 and Theorem 3 , B s B l0 1
B l ??? l B . Let R be an extremal V-order. Then R : B , since2 n 0
 .  .  .B s Int V and R is a V-order. But both R and J B contain J V .0 D i
  . .Hence for each i, Rr J B l R is finite-dimensional overi
 .VrJ V . But one has the embedding
Rr J B l R ¨ B rJ B .  . .i i i
 .  .and B rJ B is a division algebra finite-dimensional over VrJ V . Iti i
  . .  .follows that Rr J B l R is a division algebra and hence J B l R is ai i
 .  .  .  .maximal ideal of R. Hence J R : J B l R. Clearly, F J B : J B :i i i 0
 .  .let x g F J B and a, b g B . Then 1 y axb g U B for all i and thusi i 0 i
 .  .  .  .  .1 y axb g U B . Therefore x g J B . Hence J R : F J B : J B .0 0 i i 0
Since R is extremal, we must have R s B . But Bezout V-orders alwaysÂ0
exist in finite-dimensional simple Artinian rings and every such an order is
a semihereditary V-order. Thus by Theorem 1.5, B is the unique semi-0
hereditary V-order in D.
A noteworthy special case of this theorem is the
COROLLARY 1.10. If D admits an in¨ariant ¨aluation ring extending V,
 .say D, then D is the unique extremal and hence the unique semihereditary
V-order in D.
2. OVER HENSELIAN VALUATION RINGS
In this section we restrict our attention to the case when V is Henselian.
Strictly speaking, we only need the fact that the division ring D of the
 .central simple algebra Q s M D admits an invariant valuation ring Dn
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extending V. Such is always the case when V is Henselian. Over such a
valuation ring, semihereditary V-orders take a particularly sharp form
which lends itself to direct computation. We begin by making the following
w xdefinition, following M :
 .DEFINITION 2.1. An order R is said to be of type S H if R s D i j
where:
 .i D is a nonzero D-bisubmodule of D.i j
 .ii D s D for all i.i i
 . w x y1iii Morandi's Condition: MC ;0 / a g D, a f D « a g D .i j ji
 .iv D ? D : D ; j, k, l.k j jl k l
y1  4If I is a D-submodule of D, we define I to be x g D N xI : D . In
w xM, Chap. 4 , Morandi introduced the notion of S H orders where for each
 .  .tuple i, j , D or D was an invariant valuation overring of D andi j ji
y1  .D s D thus our definition above is weaker than the original one . Iti j ji
was shown in that paper that those types of S H rings are semihereditary
maximal V-orders. In this section, we will prove a converse of that theorem
 .as well. Condition iii of the definition above directly relates to Lemma
w x  .4.5 of M and hence called ``Morandi's Condition'' or MC in short and
will be critical in proving Theorem 2.4.
w xThe following lemma is the same as M, Lemma 4.5 and the one after
w xthat the same as M, Lemma 4.6 . Lemma 2.3 will be used to show that an
order of type S H is semihereditary. But due to typographical errors in the
w xtext of the proof of M, Lemma 4.6 , it has been deemed necessary to
reproduce the arguments here. The corrected proof was furnished to this
author by the original author.
w x  .LEMMA 2.2 Morandi . Let R s D be of type S H. If x , . . . , x g D,i j 1 n
not all zero, then there is an i with x xy1 g D for all j.j i i j
The proof of the lemma above only uses the fact that MC holds. Note
that if x xy1 g D then xy1 x g D since D is a D-submodule of D andj i i j i j i j i j
D is an invariant valuation ring of D.
w xLEMMA 2.3 Morandi . With the hypothesis as abo¨e, xR is projecti¨ e as
 .an R-module for all x g Q s M D .n
w xProof by Morandi . We first suppose that xR is projective for all
x g e R for all i and prove xR is projective for any x. We do this byi i
showing e xR is projective, where e s e q e q ??? qe . We use induc-j j 11 22 j j
tion on j, the case j s 1 is true by assumption. So suppose e xR isjy1
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projective for all x g e R. We have the exact sequence of R-modulesi i
0 ª e xR l 1 y e R ª e xR ª e e xR ª 0. .j jy1 j jy1 j
 .  .Now e e xR s e xR and e xR l 1 y e R : e R l 1 y e R sjy1 j jy1 j jy1 j jy1
e R.j j
 .Since e xR is projective by the inductive hypothesis , the sequencejy1
splits. So
e xR ( e xR [ e xR l 1 y e R . . .j jy1 j jy1
 .Thus e xR l 1 y e R is a cyclic right R-module and a submodule ofj jy1
e R, hence is projective by assumption. Therefore we get e xR is a directj j j
sum of two projective modules, hence projective. Thus by induction e xR isj
projective for all j. Therefore with j s n we get e xR s xR is projective.n
 .We now show that xR is projective for x g e M D . Recall that xR isi i n
 .projective if and only if Rt-Ann x s eR for some idempotent e g R.R
  .  .This holds for x g M D , not just for x g R as FR s M D andn n
 .  . .Rt-Ann x s Rt-Ann xa for any 0 / a g F.R R
 .Say x s  x e g e M D with x g D. If x s 0 then we are done,j j i j i i n j
else by Lemma 2.2, there is i with x xy1 g D for all j and hence0 j i i j0 0
xy1 x g D for all j. Let E be the permutation matrix which switches thei j i j0 0
y1 .i th and ith rows. Let e s I y x Ex g R, I the identity matrix. Since0 n i n0y1 .   ..  .xx Ex s x, we have xe s 0 so e g Rt-Ann x . Let c g Rt-Ann x .i R R0
 y1 .Then ec s I y x Ex c s c y 0 s c. In particular, ee s e and Rt-n i0
 .Ann x s eR. So xR is projective for any x.R
THEOREM 2.4. R is a semihereditary V-order if and only if R is conjugate
to an order of S H type.
 w x .See also M, Sect. 4 for a special case of this theorem. ?
Proof. Suppose R is a semihereditary V-order. Then R contains a full
w xset of primitive orthogonal idempotents by Go, Theorem 1 . After a
conjugation if necessary, we may assume that all the standard idempotents,
w xe , e , . . . , e g R. Then e Re is a semihereditary V-order in D by Sa ,11 22 nn ii i i
hence e Re s D by Corollary 1.10. Set D s e Re . Then D / 0, sincei i i i i j i i j j i j
R is an order in Q. Since D : R, we have De Re s e D Re s e Re si i j j i i j j i i j j
e Re D and so D is a D-bisubmodule of D. R is a ring, so D ? D si i j j i j k j jl
e Re ? e Re : e Re s D . We only have to show MC holds.k k j j j j l l k k l l k l
Suppose ' i , j and an 0 / a g D such that a f D and ay1 f D .0 0 i j j i0 0 0 0
Since D is a valuation ring, i / j . Let0 0
D D j i0 0
G s e q e R e q e ( . .  .i i j j i i j j0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 D D /i j0 0
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a 1 . w x  .Then G is a semihereditary order in M D , by Sa . Consider x s g2 0 0
 .M D . As in the proof of Theorem 1.5,2
t rRt-Ann x s such that t , a rgD , rgD , a tgD . .G j i i j 50 0 0 0 /ya t ya r
 .We have a t g D and t g D. But a f D . So t g J D . Since G is ai j i j0 0 0 0
 .  .semihereditary order in M D , Rt-Ann x is generated by an idempo-2 G
tent
2
a b a bs . /  /ya a ya b ya a ya b
 .So 1 s a y ba . But a g J D . So ba is a unit in D. Hence a b is also a
unit in D. But b g D « D = bD « aD = a bD s D since a b is aj i j i j i0 0 0 0 0 0
unit in D. Hence ay1 g D , a contradiction and so MC holds.j i0 0
 .On the other hand, let R s D be of type S H. We wish to show thati j
 .  .  .R is a semihereditary V-order in Q s M D . Conditions ii and iv ofn
Definition 2.1 guarantee that R is indeed a ring with the identity element
of Q. Clearly, FR s Q since D are nonzero D-submodules of D F ?i j
. w xD s F ? D ? D s D ? D s D . By the proof of M, Proposition 4.3 , R isi j i j i j
 .a V-order. But M R is of type S H whenever R is. Hence Lemma 2.3r
 .shows that for each r, every principal right ideal of M R is projective, sor
w xR is right semihereditary by S . Similarly, R is left semihereditary and
hence it is semihereditary.
In short, S H orders are precisely semihereditary V-orders containing all
the standard idempotents of Q. Since all semihereditary V-orders contain
a full set of primitive orthogonal idempotents, each of them is conjugate to
one of type S H.
The following theorems give more precise information about orders
 .  .R s D of type S H. When Q s M D is a division algebra, then D isi j n
the unique semihereditary V-order in Q, by Corollary 1.10. So assume
n ) 1.
Fix 1 F i - j F n and set S s D , T s D . Because S ? T : D, we0 0 i j j i0 0 0 0
 .must have S : D or T : D. If S, T m D then MC fails with a s 1 . So
assume S : D and T = D. Here and in the rest of this section, we will use
the fact that if I is a D-bisubmodule of D, then so is xI and Ix for any x
in D since D is an invariant valuation ring of D. Further, Iy1 is also a
 4D-submodule of D and coincides with x g D N Ix : D . We also know that
all D-bisubmodules in D are linearly ordered by inclusion.
THEOREM 2.5. Let R be as abo¨e. Then we can only ha¨e the following
 .possibly o¨erlapping cases:
Case A. S s T s D.
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 .Case B. T s D, S s J D .
 . y1   . .Case C. S s J D , T p D, and T s S only when J V is principal .
 . y1Case D. T p D, S m J D , and T s S .
 . y1 y1  .Case E. T p D, S m J D , T / S , S s a D, and T s a J D for
any a g Sy1 _ T.
When n s 2, Case E is conjugate to Case B.
Proof. Suppose S s D. Then T s D since S ? T : D. Hence S s T s D,
 .so we are in Case A. Suppose T s D. Then S = J D , else MC fails. It
 .follows that S s D or S s J D , so we are in Case A or Case B. If
 . y1  . S s J D and T p D then we claim T s S and J V is principal so we
. y1 y1 y1are in Case C : Clearly, T : S . If b g S and a g T _ D then a g
 . y1 y1J D , so ba g D. Hence Dba : D, so Db : Da . In particular, b g
Da : T.
 .  . wNow suppose J V is not principal. Then J D is not principal by D ,3
 . x  .2  . wTheorem 1 2 ; D , Lemmas 7 and 8 and hence J D s J D by D ,2 2
x  .  .2Lemmas 7 and 8 . Since T ? S : D, we obtain T ? J D : D « T ? J D :
 .   ..  .J D « T : O J D s D, a contradiction. So J V is principal.l
 . y1At this point we are reduced to T p D, S m J D . We know T : S .
Suppose T m Sy1. Let a g Sy1 _ T. Then ay1 g S since R is of type S H.
 .  .  .But aS : D, so aS : J D or J D : aS : D. If aS : J D : D then
y1  . y1  y1 .S : a J D : a D : S since a g S, an ideal of D . Therefore
y1  . y1  .a J D s a D, a contradiction. Thus J D m aS : D « aS s D « S
s ay1D for any a g Sy1 _ T. Let f be a valuation on D with valuation
 .  . y1 y1 y1ring D. Then f a s f a 9 ;a , a 9 g S _ T , since S s a D s a 9 D.
y1   .  .4 y1Therefore S s x g D N f x G f a for any a g S _ T. Now fix
 .  . y1such an a and let x g D with f x ) f a . Then x g S but x f
y1   .  .4S _ T and hence x g T. This shows T s x g D N f x ) f a for
y1   y1 . 4every a g S _ T. Hence T s x g D N f a x ) 0 for any a g
y1  y1  .4  .S _ T and therefore T s x g D N a x g J D s a J D .
D ay1D .For n s 2 we have R s and
aD D
y1y1y1 y1 D J DD a D  .0 a 0 a s . B /  /  / /a J D D .1 0 1 0 D D
We shall now characterize semihereditary maximal V-orders and Dubrovin
valuation rings}always assuming that V is Henselian. We will, of course,
also assume that the rings are of type S H, by virtue of Theorem 2.4. The
wfollowing theorem is embedded in the proofs of HMW, Proposition 6; M,
xProposition 4.3 , but not stated in such explicit terms.
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THEOREM 2.6. Let R be of type S H. Then R is a semihereditary maximal
V-order if and only if Dy1 s D ; i, j.i j ji
 .Proof. Suppose R is maximal. Condition iv of Definition 2.1 implies
that D : Dy1. Suppose for some pair r, s we have D m Dy1. By settingi j ji sr r s
D
X s Dy1, DX s D s D for each i and for any other pair i, j DX ssr r s i i i i i j
 y1 4  w xmax D , D ? D ? D , we get a larger V-order see HMW , Proof ofi j i s r s r j
x.Proposition 6 . This is a contradiction.
For the other direction, suppose R9 p R is another V-order. Then R9
 X . Xalso contains all the standard idempotents, hence R9 s D , D a D-bi-i j i j
submodule of D containing D . So DX = D , ; = D . Let x g DX . Theni j i j i j ji ji i j
xDX : DX is integral over V, since R9 is a V-order. Hence xDX : D «ji i i ji
X y1xD : D since D = D . Hence x g D s D . So R s R9.ji ji ji ji i j
PROPOSITION 2.7. A semihereditary V-order R is maximal if and only if
 .  .J R s J D R.
Proof. By Theorem 2.4 and the fact that D is an invariant valuation
 .ring, we may assume that R is of type S H. Set R s D as usual.i j
 .k  .   . .kThere is a positive integer k such that J D : J V D. Hence J D R
 .k  .  .  .  .s J D R : J V R : J R . So J D R : J R .
To prove the reverse containment, observe that since R contains all the
 .  .  .  X .standard idempotents, the ideal J R s V and J D R s V , wherei j i j
V , VX are D-submodules of D. We want to show that VX = V ; i, j.i j i j i j i j
Note that since e Re s D, we havei i i i
V s e J R e s J e JRe s J D s J D D s VX . .  .  .  .i i i i i i i i i i i i i i
Now suppose i / j and let e s e q e , an idempotent of R. We havei i j j
D D ji
eRe ( ,
D D /i j
and henceforth the two rings shall be identified with each other. If D isi j
cyclic, say D s aD for some a g D, then it follows from Theorem 2.6 thati j
y1  .D s a D. The argument of Theorem 2.5 E then shows that eRe isji
 .conjugate to M D .2
If D is not cyclic, then again by Theorem 2.6, D is not cyclic. Let f bei j ji
 .   ..a valuation on D with valuation ring D. Then f D and f D doesi j ji
 .  .not have a smallest element. Let x g D . Then ' y g D 2 f y - f x .i j i j
y 1  .  y 1.  .  .So xy g J D « x s xy y g J D D « D s J D D , D «i j i j j i j i
J D D . ji .  .J D eRe s .D J D .i j
 .In either case, eRerJ D eRe is a semisimple ring. We have thus shown
 .  .that for each pair of subscripts i, j, i / j, J D eRe = eJ R e where
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e s e q e . Thusi i j j
V
X s e J D eRe e = e eJ R e e s V .  . .  .i j i i j j i i j j i j
 .  .and hence J D R s J R .
 .  .Conversely, suppose J R s J D R. Let R9 = R be another V-order.
 .  .Then J R9 : J R , since R is a semihereditary V-order, by Theorem 1.5.
Hence we have
J R9 : J R s J D R : J D R9. .  .  .  .
  . .k  .k  .There exists a positive integer k such that J D R9 s J D R9 : J V R9
 .  .  .  .  .: J R9 . Hence J D R9 : J R9 . Therefore we have J R9 s J R and
hence R9 s R since R is an extremal V-order.
COROLLARY 2.8. Gi¨ en a semihereditary maximal V-order R there exists a
 .e  .positi¨ e integer e such that J R s J V R.
wThis assertion follows immediately from Proposition 2.7 and D , Theo-3
 .xrem 1 6 , since D is a Dubrovin valuation ring.
 .  .COROLLARY 2.9. Let R be a semihereditary V-order. If J R s J V R,
 .then R is a maximal V-order. If J V is not principal and R is maximal, then
 .  .J R s J V R.
 .  .Proof. Suppose J R s J V R and let B be another V-order contain-
 .  .ing R. By Theorem 1.5, J B : J R and hence we have
J V B : J B : J R s J V R : J V B. .  .  .  .  .
 .  .Hence J R s J B and so R s B, since R is extremal. So R is maximal.
 .  .Now suppose R is maximal. Proposition 2.7 shows that J R s J D R. If
 .  . w  .xJ V is not principal, then J D is not principal by D , Theorem 1 2 and3
 .2  .hence J D s J D . But since D is a V-order, there exists a positive
 .k  .  .  .  .kinteger k such that J D : J V D. So we have J V D : J D s J D :
 .  .  .  .  .J V D. Hence J D s J V D, so J R s J V R.
We end this section by characterizing Dubrovin valuation rings of type
S H, i.e., those that contain all the standard idempotents. We note that,
over Henselian valuation rings, all Dubrovin valuation rings are integral
over their center and hence conjugate to one of type S H. In a central
simple algebra, a semihereditary order whose center is a Henselian valua-
tion ring need not be integral as the following example shows: suppose
V J W . .  .rank V ) 1 and let W p V be another valuation ring. Then R s W W
 .is an order in M F with center V. This order is semihereditary but not a2
V-order: it is clearly not a V-order since V is integrally closed and hence W
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V J W . .cannot be integral over V. It contains the V-order which isW V
wsemihereditary by Theorem 2.4. Hence R is semihereditary by M, Lemma
x4.10 .
 .THEOREM 2.10. Let R s D be an order of type S H. Then R is ai j
Dubro¨in ¨aluation ring if and only if R is a maximal V-order and for each
 .pair i, j , D is a cyclic D-bisubmodule of D.i j
Proof. Assume R is a Dubrovin valuation ring. Clearly, R has to be a
w  .xmaximal V-order. Fix 1 F r - t F n. Then by D , Theorem 7 22
D D r tR9 s  /D Dt r
 .is a Dubrovin valuation ring of M D . We know that D ? D : D.2 r t t r
Suppose D ? D s D. Then 'a , . . . , a g D , b , . . . , b g D 2  a br t t r 1 k r t 1 k t r i i i
s 1. Clearly, D s a D q ??? qa D, and D s b D q ??? qb D. Hencer t 1 k t r 1 k
 .both of them are cyclic, since D is a valuation ring of D. If D or D isr t t r
 .not cyclic, then D ? D : J D and hencer t t r
J D D . r tI s  /D J D .t r
 .  .is an ideal of R9. But R9rI ( DrJ D [ DrJ D . Hence R9 has more than
one maximal ideal so it cannot be a Dubrovin valuation ring. This is a
contradiction. Hence D is cyclic ; i, j.i j
On the other hand, suppose D s a D and R is a maximal V-order.i j i j
Hence Dy1 s D by Theorem 2.6. Let f be a valuation on D withi j ji
 .  .  .valuation ring D. Then f a s yf a ; i, j. Condition iv of Defini-i j ji
 .  .  .  .  .tion 2.1 implies that f a q f a G f a . Similarly, f a q f ai j jk ik ji i k
 .G f a and hencejk
f a q f a s f a . ) .  .  .  .i j jk ik
 .   ..Since R contains all the standard idempotents, the ideal J D R s RJ D
 .  .  .  X .s V , where V s a J D . Suppose V : V is another ideal ofi j i j i j i j i j
 .R. Since a J D is a maximal D-bisubmodule of a D, we must havei j i j
X  . X XV s a J D or V s a D. Suppose ' r, s such that V s a D. We havei j i j i j i j r s r s
X X  X .  .V a D : V for k s 1, . . . , n, since V is an ideal of R. By ) above,r s sk r k i j
a D s a a D, and therefore a D s a Da D : VX . So a D : VX ,r k r s sk r k r s sk r k r k r k
k s 1, . . . , n « a D s VX , k s 1, . . . , n. Given any i, j, D VX : VX .r k r k i r r j i j
X X  .Thus D a D : V « a a D : V and therefore by ) above a D :i r r j i j i r r j i j i j
X X  X .  .V « V s a D. Thus V s R and hence J D R is a maximal ideal.i j i j i j i j
 .  .But by Proposition 2.7, J R s J D R. Hence R is a primary semiheredi-
wtary V-order and therefore a Dubrovin valuation ring, by D , Theorem2
 .x4 1 .
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 .We summarize these results as follows: if R s D is a ring with Di j i j
nonzero D-bisubmodules of D and D s D then R is a semihereditaryi i
maximal V-order if and only if Dy1 s D ; i, j. If in addition the D arei j ji i j
cyclic, then it is a Dubrovin valuation ring. Such orders are automatically
of S H type and hence the results follow from Theorems 2.6 and 2.10.
3. THE HENSELIZATION OF A
SEMIHEREDITARY V-ORDER
 .Given any order H with Z H s V we will denote its Henselization,
H V , where V is the Henselization of V, by H . Similary Q F ,m mV h h h F h
w xwhere F is the field of fractions of V , will be denoted by Q . In Ha, Rh h h
it was proved that when V is a DVR, a V-order H is semihereditary
Ã .necessarily hereditary if and only if its completion, H V, is a semi-m V
Ã Ã .  .hereditary necessarily hereditary V-order, where V is the J V -adic
completion of V. Further, if H is hereditary then there is a one-to-one
inclusion-preserving correspondence between hereditary V-orders inside
Ã ÃH and hereditary V-orders inside H V. In this section, we will provem V
analogous results by making use of Henselization instead of completion.
As usual, V has arbitrary Krull-dimension in our case.
The statements contained in the following lemma will be used fre-
quently:
LEMMA 3.1. Let A be V-order. Then we ha¨e:
 .1 Q l A s Ah
 .  .  .2 A q J A s A q J V A s Ah h h
 .  .  .3 J A s J A Vmh V h
 .  .  .4 J A l Q s J Ah
 .  .  .5 ArJ A ( A rJ A .h h
 . w xProof. 1 See D , Lemma 2 .1
 .2 If x g A then x s  a ¨ , with a g A and ¨ g V . But V sÄ Äh i i i i h h
 .  .V q J V s V q J V V . So the result follows.h h
 . w x3 See HMW, Lemma 12 .
 .  . w x4 This follows from 3 and D , Lemma 2 .1
 .  .  .5 This is an easy consequence of 2 and 4 .
wThe following proposition was motivated by the work of D. Miller see
xMl in which it was proved that the Henselization of a semihereditary
order finitely generated over its center, V, is semihereditary. In this paper,
the V-orders need not be finitely generated over their centers.
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PROPOSITION 3.2. If H is a semihereditary V-order then H is a semihered-h
itary V -order.h
Proof. Let I be a finitely generated right ideal of H , say I s x Hh 1 h
q ??? qx H . Let x s  a m ¨ , a g H, ¨ g V . We want to proveÄ Äk h i j i j i j i j i j h
that I is a projective H -module. We first claim I is finitely presented ash
an H -module.h
w x  .By Na, 43.9 there exists an s g J V integral over V such thath
w xV 9 s V s contains ¨ and V is the Henselization of V 9.Ä J V .qsV w s x. i j h
  . w x   . w x.  . w xNotice that VrJ V ( V s r J V q sV s , hence J V q sV s is a
w x . y1 w xmaximal ideal of V s . We thus can write ¨ s ¨ u , ¨ g V s andÄi j i j i j
w x   . w x. w xu g V s _ J V q sV s . Let K s F s , Q9 s Q K , H9 sm F
w xH V s , I9 s x uH9 q ??? qx uH9 : H9. Thus we havem V 1 k
w xH9 s H ? V s : H ? V s H .h h
And so we obtain the inclusions
H ¨ H9 ¨ H .h
 w xSince H is torsion-free over H in the sense of Lv : no regular element ofh
.H annihilates any nonzero element of H and I9 : H , I9 is a torsion-freeh h
right H-module. Since I9 is finitely generated over H9 which in turn is
finitely generated over H actually a finite free H-module, since s is
.integral over V, a valuation ring , I9 is finitely generated over H. Because
Q, the two-sided quotient ring of H, is a central simple algebra, I9 can be
w x wembedded in a free H-module, by Lv, Theorem 5.2 . Hence by CE,
xProposition 6.2 , I9 is H-projective, since H is semihereditary. We have
the following exact sequence of H9-modules:
k0 ª L ª H9 ª I9 ª 0. .
But I9 is projective, finitely generated over H, and H9 is finitely generated
over H. Hence the sequence splits over H and so L is finitely generated
over H.
w x w xSince V 9 is a localization of V s , it is a flat left V s -module. Since Vh
is a Henselization of V 9, it is a flat left V 9-module. Hence V is a flat lefth
w xV s -module and we have the following exact sequence of H9 V sm V w s x h
w xH V s V s H -modules:m mV V w s x h h
k0 ª L m V ª H9 m V ª I9 m V ª 0. ) .  .V w s x h V w s x h V w s x h
Note that
Q9 m V s Q9 m F s Q9F s Q9V .V w s x h K h h h
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w xTherefore tensoring any V s -submodule of Q9 by the ring V is the sameh
thing as multiplying the module by V everything happening insideh
. w xQ9 F s Q K F s Q . So I9 V s I9V . But V s :m m m mK h F K h h V w s x h h
 .  .  . w x  .W [ K l V . Hence J W s J V l W = J V q sV s . Since J V qh h
w x w x  . w x  . w xsV s is a maximal ideal of V s , J V l V s s J V q sV s and henceh
 .u is a unit in V . Therefore I9 V s I9V s I and the sequence )mh V w s x h h
above shows that I is a finitely presented H -module.h
We now proceed to show I is projective over H .h
Since H is semiperfect i.e., H is semisimple Artinian and, by a resulth h
w x .of Azumaya Az, Theorem 24 , idempotents of H can be lifted to H , byh h
w xLam, Proposition 24.12 , there exists an exact sequence of H -modules,h
u
0 ª M ª P ª I ª 0,
 .where M : P ? J H and P is a finitely generated projective H -moduleh h
 .i.e., P is a projective cover of I . But I is finitely presented. Hence by
Schanuel's lemma, M is finitely generated. We wish to show that M s 0.
 .Let J s J H and c : P ª IrIJ be the natural map. Let x g ker c .h
 .  .Then f x g IJ « u x s  y h , h g J, y g I. So for each i there existi i i i
 .  .p g P such that u p s y and hence u x y  p h s 0 and thereforei i i i i
x y  p h g M which implies x g PJ q M and thus ker c s PJ q M s PJ.i i
Hence
PrJP ( IrJI . )) .
The Tor-m sequence yields
b b b1 2 3
Tor P , H rJ ª Tor I , H rJ ª M m H rJ ª P m H rJ .  .1 h 1 h H h H hh h
b4ª I m H rJ .H hh
But P H rJ ( PrPJ ( IrIJ ( I H rJ. So b is an isomorphismm mH h H h 4h h
  ..induced by the one in )) , and hence b s 0. Moreover P is projective,3
 .hence Tor P, H rJ s 0. So we have1 h
Tor I , H rJ ( M m H rJ ( MrMJ. .1 h H hh
The exact sequence
0 ª I ª H ª H rI ª 0h h
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gives rise to
6 6 6 .  .  .  .Tor H , H rJ Tor H rI, H rJ Tor I, H rJ Tor H , H rJ2 h h 2 h h 1 h 1 h h
5 5
0 0
since H is free since H is free.h h
 .  .Therefore MrMJ ( Tor I, H rJ ( Tor H rI, H rJ . But by Lemma1 h 2 h h
3.1 we have
0 ª J H ª H ª H ª 0, . h
a sequence of H-modules. Since V is a flat V-module, we get a sequenceh
of H -modules:h
0 ª J H m V ª H m V ª H rJ m V ª 0. .  .V h V h h V h
But
H rJ m V s H rJ m V q J V V .  .  . .h V h h V h
s H rJ m V q J V H rJ m V s H rJ .  .  .h V h V h h
 . .since J V H rJ s 0. This sequence thus gives rise to the Tor-m se-h
quence of H -modules:h
6 6 6 .  .   . .  .Tor H rI, H Tor H rI, H rJ Tor H rI, J H m V Tor H rJ, H .2 h h 2 h h 1 h V h 1 h h
5 5
0 0
 .   . .And so Tor H rI, H rJ ( Tor H rI, J H m V .2 h h 1 h V h
 .Since H is semihereditary, J H is a flat H-module. Since V is commu-
 .tative, J H m V is a flat left H -module as well.V h h
  . .Hence Tor H rI, J H V s 0, which implies MrMJ s 0 andm1 h hV
hence M s MJ. But M is a finitely generated H -module. So M s 0, byh
the Nakayama]Azumaya lemma and hence I ( P, a projective H -mod-h
ule. So H is right semihereditary. It can similarly be proved that H ish h
left semihereditary, and hence it is semihereditary. It is obviously a
V -order in Q .h h
 .  .Let L, W be an extension of F, V , i.e., L is a field extension of F
and W is a valuation ring of L with W l F s V. Then W is a flat
V-module, since V is semihereditary and W is torsion-free over V. Further,
 .  .since J V W : J W / W, W is actually a faithfully flat V-module.
The following proposition does not assume that H is a V-order:
 .PROPOSITION 3.3. Let H be any algebra o¨er V and L, W an extension
 .of F, V . If H W is semihereditary, then so is H.mV
Proof. We first show that principal right ideals of H are projective. Let
a g H. Let
ª P ª P ª ??? ª P ª aH ª 0i iy1 0
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be an H-projective resolution of aH. Then
ª P m W ª P m W ªi V iy1 V
is an H W-projective resolution of aH W. Let C be an arbitrarym mV V
left H-module and consider the complex
diª P m C ª P m C ª .i H iy1 H
Then we also have
6 6 6 .  .P m C m W P m C m Wi H V iy1 H V
5 5
ci6 6 .  .  .  .P m W m C m W P m W m C m W ª .i V H W V iy1 V H W VmV mV
 .   ..And so Image c s Image d W and, since W is exact,m mi i V V .   ..Ker c s Ker d W. Since W is an exact functor, the se-m mi i V V
quence
0 ª Image d ª Ker d ª Tor H aH , C ª 0 .  .  .iq1 i i
yields
6 6 6 H 6 .  .  .0 Image d m W Ker d m W Tor aH, C m W 0.iq1 V i V i V
5 5
 .  .Image c Ker ciq1 i
H  . HmVW  .So Tor aH, C m W s Tor aH m W, C m W for any left H-i V i V V
module C. In particular,
Tor H aH , C m W s Tor HmVW aH m W , C m W s 0 .  .1 V 1 V V
 .for every H-module C since aH m W s a m 1 H m W is H m W-V V V
w x H  .projective by assumption Rt, Theorem 8.4 . Hence Tor aH, C s 0 for1
every left H-module C, since m W is faithfully flat. Therefore aH is a flatV
w xright H-module, by Rt, Theorem 8.9 . To show that aH is H-projective,
we now only need to show that it is finitely presented. So consider the
exact sequence of H-modules,
=a
0 ª Rt-Ann a ¨ H ª aH ª 0, .H
where =a is left multiplication by a. Since m W is an exact functor, weV
obtain the following exact sequence,
 .= am1
0 ª Rt-Ann a m W ¨ H m W ª aH m W ª 0, .H V V V
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 .  .where = a m 1 is just left multiplication by a m 1. Hence Rt-Ann aH
 .m W s Rt-Ann a m 1 . But H W is semihereditary by as-mV Hm WV V .  . 2sumption. So Rt-Ann a m 1 s e H , e s e g H . So e gHm W m? W m? WV V V
 .Rt-Ann a , by the observation above. Hence there existsH m? WV
 .e , e , . . . , e g Rt-Ann a , w , w , . . . , w g W such that e s e m w q1 2 k H 1 2 k 1 1
e m w q ??? qe m w .2 2 k k
 .Now consider N s e H q ??? qe H : Rt-Ann a . Then1 k H
e H m W : N m W : Rt-Ann a m W s e H m W . .  .  .V V H V V
 .Hence N W s Rt-Ann a W. Since W is a faithfully flatm m mV H V V
 .  .functor, we have the equality Rt-Ann a s N. So Rt-Ann a is aH H
finitely generated H-module. Therefore aH is finitely presented and
hence projective, since it is flat.
 .Notice that M H W is semihereditary for every l, since H Wm ml V V
 .  .is. But M H W ( M H W. Hence for every l, every principalm ml V l V
 .right ideal of M H is projective, by the argument above and therefore Hl
w xis right semihereditary, by S . By analogous arguments, H is also left
semihereditary and hence is semihereditary.
We are now ready for the main theorem of this section.
THEOREM 3.4. A V-order H is semihereditary if and only if its Henseliza-
tion, H , is a semihereditary V -order. In this case, there is a one-to-oneh h
inclusion-preser¨ ing correspondence between semihereditary V-orders inside H
and semihereditary V -orders inside H gi¨ en byh h
A ª Ah
A l Q ¤ A.
Proof. The first assertion is an immediate consequence of Propositions
3.2 and 3.3. Let H be a semihereditary V-order. By virtue of Lemma 3.1,
HrJ H ( H rJ H . .  .h h
Hence there is a one-to-one inclusion-preserving correspondence between
 .  .subrings of H that contain J H and subrings of H that contain J H .h h
Under this correspondence, V-orders clearly correspond to V -orders. Anyh
 .  .  .semihereditary V- resp. V - order inside H resp. H contains J Hh h
  ..resp. J H by Theorem 1.5. Let A be a semihereditary V-order inside Hh
and let A be the V -order inside H obtained by the correspondence justh h
described. so
A s A q J H . .h
 .By Lemma 3.1, A s A q J A = A. But A s A ? V : A. Thus A sh h h h
A and A is semihereditary, by Proposition 3.2. Conversely, let A be ah
semihereditary V -order inside H and consider the corresponding subringh h
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 .A of H that contains J H and satisfies
A q J H s A. .h
 .We have A s A ? V : A. On the other hand, A s A q J A by Lemmah h h h
 .  .  .  .3.1. Since J A = J H , by Lemma 3.1 we have J A s J A V =mh V h
 .  .  .J H V s J H and thus A = A q J H s A. So A s A andm V h h h h h
since A is semihereditary, A must be semihereditary by Proposition 3.3.
w xSo in the language of R, Chap. 9 , a semihereditary V-order H is
radically co¨ered by the semihereditary V -order H by Lemma 3.1: H lh h h
 .  .Q = H and J H l Q = J H .h
We end this section by considering the Henselization of a semiheredi-
w xtary maximal V-order. In W , it was shown that the Henselization of an
integral Dubrovin valuation ring which is necessarily a semihereditary
.maximal V-order is maximal. In fact, it was shown that a Dubrovin
valuation ring is integral if and only if its Henselization is a Dubrovin
w xvaluation ring. In HMW it was shown that the Henselization of a BezoutÂ
 .V-order a semihereditary maximal V-order as well is a semihereditary
maximal V-order which need not be a Bezout V-order. We will prove theseÂ
theorems using different methods.
We note that if A is a V-order such that A is a maximal V -order, thenh h
A must be a maximal V-order: if B = A is another V-order, then A s B ,h h
since A is maximal. Hence A s B, since V is faithfully flat.h V h
 .PROPOSITION 3.5. Let A be a semihereditary V-order and suppose J V s
p V, a principal ideal of V. Then A is a maximal V-order if and only if A is ah
maximal V -order.h
Proof. Suppose A is maximal. By Lemma 3.1, A s A q p A andh h
hence
A rp A ( Ar A l p A . .h h h
But A l p A s p A: it is clear that A l p A = p A. Now let x g A lh h
p A . Then x s p a for some a g A . Hence py1 x s a g Q l A s A, byh h h
Lemma 3.1. Therefore x g p A and the equality holds. So
A rp A ( Arp A. ) .h h
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Let B be a V -order containing A . Since A is semihereditary byh h h
 .  .Proposition 3.2, J B : J A by Theorem 1.5 and hence we haveh
p A : p B : J B : J A : A . .  .h h h
 .Because of ) above, there exists an ideal I of A, containing p A, such
that
I q p A s p B.h
 .  .  .Hence Q l I q p A s Q l p B s p Q l B s p A since A is max-h
 .imal. But by the modular law, Q l I q p A s I q p A. So I s p Ah
since I = p A and hence p A q p A s p B and therefore p A s p Bh h
which implies A s B and so A is maximal.h h
 .  .LEMMA 3.6. Let A be a semihereditary V-order. If J A s J V A then A
is a maximal V-order and A is a semihereditary maximal V -order.h h
Proof. The proof that A is a maximal V-order is the same as that of the
first part of the proof of Collorary 2.9, even though in this case V need not
be Henselian.
Notice that by Lemma 3.1,
J A s J A m V s J A ? V s J V ? A ? V s J V A . .  .  .  .  .h V h h h h h
The second result therefore follows from the first.
The following lemma relies heavily on the theory of Bezout orders inÂ
w xsimple Artinian rings as formulated in G , G .1 2
 .2  .LEMMA 3.7. Let R be a Bezout V-order. Then J R / J R if and only ifÂ
 .  .  .J R is a principal right and left ideal of R, if and only if J V is a principal
ideal of V.
w xProof. Let R be a Bezout V-order. Then by M, Theorem 3.4 , R sÂ
B l B l ??? l B , where the B are Dubrovin valuation rings with center1 2 k i
w xV satisfying the ``Intersection Property'' described in G , G . We also1 2
 .  .  .have J R s l J B . It is known that J B l R is a prime ideal of R,j j i
  .   . .4r g R N r q J B l R is regular in Rr J B l R is a left and right érei i
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 .set in R, and the localization of R at J B l R coincides with B . Thusi i
 .  .localizing J R at J B l R one getsi
J R B s J B .  .i i
and therefore
22 2J R s l J R B s l J R J B s l J R B J B s l J B . .  .  .  . .  .  . /j j j j j j j j j
 .2  .  .2  .Therefore if J B s J B for each j then J R s J R . On the otherj j
 .2  .  .2  .hand, if J R s J R then l J B s l J B and after localizing atj j j j
 .  .2  . w xJ B l R we see that J B s J B for each i. But by D , Lemma 7,8 ,i i i 2
 .2  .  . wJ B s J B for each i iff J B is not a principal right ideal and, by D ,i i i 3
 .x  .Theorem 1 2 , this is true iff J V is not a principal ideal of V. Thus
 .2  .  .J R s J R iff J V is not a principal ideal of V.
 .  .2  .  .Now assume J V is not a principal ideal. Then J R s J R . If J R is
 .a principal right ideal, say J R s cR, then
J B s J R B s cB .  .i i i
 .  .and hence J B is a principal right ideal, and so J V is a principal ideal,i
 .  .a contradiction. Thus if J V is not principal then neither is J R .
 .Suppose J V is principal. Since
J R rJ V R : VrJ V F RrJ V R : VrJ V - `, .  .  .  .  .
 .  .there exists a , a , . . . , a g J R such that J R s a V q a V q ??? q1 2 l 1 2
 .  .a V q J V R, a finitely generated right ideal of R since J V is a principall
 .ideal of V. Thus J R is a principal ideal of R, since R is Bezout.Â
w xWe now prove the main result in HMW using a different method.
PROPOSITION 3.8. Let B be a Bezout V-order. Then B is a maximalÂ h
semihereditary V -order.h
w xProof. By G , Theorem 3.7; M, Theorem 3.4 , B is a maximal V-order.1
It is obviously semihereditary, being Bezout. Hence B is a semihereditaryÂ h
 .V -order, by Proposition 3.2. If J V is principal, then B is maximal, byh h
 .  .2  .Proposition 3.5. If J V is not principal, then J B s J B , by Lemma
 .m  .  .2  .3.7. But there exists an m such that J B : J V B. Since J B s J B ,
we must have
m
J V J B : J B s J B : J V J B .  .  .  .  .  .
 .  .and hence J B s J V B. Therefore B is maximal, by Lemma 3.6.h
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w xWe now prove a result by Wadsworth in W using a different method.
PROPOSITION 3.9. Let A be a Dubro¨in ¨aluation ring with center V. Then
A is integral if and only if A V is a Dubro¨in ¨aluation ring.m V h
Proof. Suppose A is integral. Then it is a semihereditary V-order by
w xD , Theorem 4 and hence A is a semihereditary V -order by Proposi-2 h h
tion 3.2. But by Lemma 3.1, A ( A . Hence A is a simple Artinian ringh h
w xsince A is by D , Theorem 4 . Hence A is a matrix local semihereditary2 h
order, hence a Dubrovin valuation ring by the same theorem.
Now suppose A is a Dubrovin valuation ring. Since V is Henselian,h h
A is integral and since A : Q l A , A is integral over V.h h
 .PROPOSITION 3.10. Let A be a semihereditary maximal V-order with J V
 .  .not principal. Then A is maximal if and only if J A s J V A.h
 .  .Proof. Suppose A is maximal. Then J A s J V A, by Corollaryh h h
 .  .2.9. Since J V A : J A and
J V A m V s J V A s J A s J A m V , .  .  .  . . V h h h h V h
 .  .J V A s J A , because V is faithfully flat. The converse follows fromV h
Lemma 3.6.
 .We conjecture that if A is a semihereditary maximal V-order with J V
 .  .not principal, then J A s J V A. This is true for integral Dubrovins and
Bezout V-orders. By our results it would follow that the Henselization ofÂ
e¨ery semihereditary maximal V-order is a semihereditary maximal V -h
order.
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